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ASUS Fan Xpert2 is a CPU fan control application. It controls 2-pin and 4-pin fans, including both PWM and DC fans. It
controls the speed of the fans when you are in the BIOS or OS. It has auto fan tuning for optimal performance. It is compatible
with the ASUS motherboards: TUF A8G, TUF A8H, B85M-A TUF A6H, TUF A6H, B85M-A TUF A8H, and TUF A8N. The
application is easy to use. Open the application, set fan speed and close the application. When you are in BIOS: 1. On the first

boot, when the computer starts, you will see a message asking you to reboot. 2. After rebooting, the BIOS will open
automatically. 3. At this time, the application will automatically be launched. 4. Type the CPU fan speed you want to set, press
Enter to set the fan speed, and then press Enter to confirm. 5. The CPU fan speed is set for you. 6. Close the BIOS by pressing
F10 to exit. When you are in OS: 1. On the first boot, when the computer starts, you will see a message asking you to reboot. 2.
After rebooting, the BIOS will open automatically. 3. At this time, the application will automatically be launched. 4. Type the
CPU fan speed you want to set, press Enter to set the fan speed, and then press Enter to confirm. 5. The CPU fan speed is set

for you. 6. Close the BIOS by pressing F10 to exit. Note: In the BIOS, you can see the current status of the fans. In the OS, you
will only see the current status of the CPU fan. What is new in version 3.1.5: 1. Added the function of controlling fans

according to the speed of the core. 2. Added additional functions such as fan auto balance and auto fan speed. 3. Updated the
button icons of the BIOS. Fan Xpert 2 is now available! It was tested on MSI Z77/G45 motherboards. New features: 1. By

default, Fan Xpert 2 will control the CPU Fan. 2. Added auto fan balance function. When the fan speed increases and decreases
in a small range, it will
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Control your fan speed to match the temperature of your motherboard. Software provides constant temperature display, and
user-defined set points. Exclusive new ASUS Auto Tuning feature optimizes the fan speed for each fan with the ASUS Fan

Xpert utility. - Real-time monitoring with user-defined set point to fine-tune the temperature. - Constant temperature display for
easy visual checking. - Auto Tuning to automatically adjust fan speeds according to the temperature of your system. - Exclusive
fan profiles can be created by ASUS to personalize your system. - Easy installation with a single button to control your fans with
a mouse. * Support for 3-pin and 4-pin fans and all ASUS motherboards * Support for all fans within your system. * Perfect fit
for both HTPC and office use. * Compatible with other motherboard manufacturers. The current version of ASUS Fan Xpert
3.0 for ASUS Z77 motherboards is ready for download. There is no word on when the stable version will be ready but ASUS

promised the availability of the firmware update during the time between the PCI-E1394 Camera Compatability
implementation and the first appearance of Sandy Bridge E motherboards. The fix will be available to download for ASUS

Motherboard and will improve the USB 3.0 speeds. The very last time we checked the program there were only 3 issues that it
was fixing. • ASUS Z77 motherboards will have USB 3.0 speeds improved. • NVIDIA G92 and GTX780 motherboards will

have a good deal of various fixes for stability. • The application should no longer crash if there is no profile. In the next update
you will see some new features but for now here is what you get: • Added auto tuning features. • Added new fan profiles. •

Added new easy to use fan control. • Added new fan icon. • Fixed a bug with previous version which was causing the fans to
spin a bit too fast. • Fixed a bug with previous version that was causing fans to spin in very random way. • Fixed a bug in auto

tuning features in previous version. • Fixed some bugs in previous version. The main goal of the ASUS Matrix application is to
perform a comprehensive system check of your system and then assist you in maintaining it in good condition. There are many
features that you might not be aware of if you were not using this application so we strongly advise you to download it and give
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Fan Xpert is an automated fan control program which is easy to use. It is developed to adjust your fan speed based on the
ambient temperature. It can adjust the fan speed of your all motherboard fans in order to achieve the perfect cooling effect,
which can save you from overheating,and also reduce noise. With the help of Fan Xpert, you can have the best hardware cooling
solution in your computer. Features: 1. Automated Fan Control 2. Max. fan speed: 1000% 3. Real-time updated data 4. Full
support for 3/4pin and 2pin fans. 5. User friendly interface, easy to operate 6. Export / Import fan data 7. Net filter to exclude
the fans that are not interested. 8. Can send the fan data to web server, so you can view the data anywhere. ASUS Fan Xpert2
supports: Intel PCH 2-series Chipset Z77 Z-Series Motherboards ASUS Z87-Z87 ASUS Z77-Z77 ASUS Z68-Z68 ASUS
Z87-Z87 ASUS Z77-Z77 ASUS P9-series motherboards 9-series motherboards 10-series motherboards 11-series motherboards
12-series motherboards Installing from the free driver download was easy, and it booted into the installation wizard. To make
sure the right configuration had been set, I exited the wizard and tried to load the software again. When I tried to start the
software, an error popped up that said something like "Could not load driver for this hardware" followed by a path to the driver
file that I downloaded. Next, I tried to uninstall and reinstall the driver, but the uninstall failed to complete. I then tried to
reinstall the driver manually. I downloaded the ASUSP driver from ASUS and copied it to the hard drive. I then followed the
instructions for uninstalling and installing the driver, and the uninstall and install successfully completed without error.
However, when I started the software, the same error popped up and no Windows XP installation completed. I closed the app
and tried to start it again. I used the Windows Disk to try to start it, but the same error message popped up and the Windows
Disk wouldn't start. Now, I'm stumped. I've tried some of the suggestions on the Internet, but no go. Any ideas?

What's New in the ASUS Fan Xpert2?

ASUS Fan Xpert is an on-board software fan controller with innovative tuning features and auto-tune capabilities. This software
uses the RTS (Registered Thermal Sensor) features of the Intel Platform Controller Hub (PCH) to interact with the
motherboard, so it can be used on all Z77 motherboards. ASUS Fan Xpert has auto-tune capabilities, and can automatically
choose an optimal fan speed depending on the conditions in the system. In addition, ASUS Fan Xpert offers 3-pin and 4-pin
fans support, and advanced user settings for the following areas: The ASUS logo, quick start, CPU cooling, memory cooling,
power button and system fan. published:18 Sep 2012 views:5745 ✅SoundCloud ✅ ✅Twitter ✅ ✅Facebook ✅ ✅Instagram ✅
Hi Quark, Thanks for watching!?? Please SUBSCRIBE to my channel for more videos from my hand picked list of content.
published:28 Jul 2016 views:9211 When we have to address a matter of importance, we have to check out the whole matter by
the help of power of law. If we talk about law school then it is a school where we get training and knowledge of laws, his whole
aim is to prepare us for the exam and to get admission for the law degree. What is law? It is a collection of rules that governs all
the states and countries of the world. In India, we are governed in our states and country by various laws and this law school
helps us to explore our knowledge in this area. The students who have passed out of the school, but were not able to join the law
department are allowed to explore their field by joining other streams of the law such as corporate law, labor law, criminal law
and civil law and they are officially known as advocates. It is a right path for those who want to get prepared for the government
jobs which are given the right to work in high positions. There are numerous universities that provide the best education of the
law that is a right step for those who want to make their life in a better way in future. So now you want to know the best law
school in India? Well, in India over a thousand of law schools are available at every city and town and they are listed as under:-
 All India Institute of Law, New Delhi  Chitrakoota University, Kanpur  Guru Nanak Dev University, Amrits
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System Requirements For ASUS Fan Xpert2:

Minimum: - OS: Windows 7 64-bit / Windows 8 64-bit / Windows 10 64-bit - CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.4 GHz, 2 GB RAM -
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6150 with 128MB VRAM / ATI Radeon 9600 with 512MB VRAM - DirectX: Version 9.0c - Wi-
Fi: Broadcom BCM4311, 802.11g, using ndiswrapper - USB: Broadcom BCM4311, 802.11g, using n
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